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Studio East presents The Journey, an original theater 

piece created by Studio teens 
 

The Journey… Streaming online November 20 – December 6, 2020 
 

KIRKLAND, WA– Studio East presents The Journey…, the first ever socially-distanced 

production for the organization. Over the course of six weeks, 17 young artists worked to 

create pieces of art that explore and reflect their varied experiences over the last 10 months 

of the COVID-19 pandemic and racial unrest. 

 

The Studio teens wrote and created music, scenes, monologues, dances, poems, animation 

and more into a cohesive four-act show. Their goal is to reach across the barriers of isolation 

and division of this time to find the community that is there. “With generosity of spirit and 

the courage to look at the pain and sorrow of this time, they found a way through the darkness 

to reach toward a sense of hope and community with one another,” said show directors Lani 

Brockman, Julie Grant and Etalia Thomas.  

 

The Journey… is recommended for ages 9+ and has a running time of 90 minutes. Tickets are 

pay what you can. Stream the show online now through December 6 at www.studio-

east.org.journey. The Journey… is presented by Artistic Sponsors Jim and Becky Henchman, 

Natalie Barney, and The Bovey Family, and Technical Sponsors Kurt and Heather Triplett. 

 

 

About Studio East 

Studio East Training for the Performing Arts was founded in 1992 to provide theater arts 

education for young people on the Eastside. It was founded on the belief that through the 

performing arts children can build confidence, and acquire leadership and teamwork skills 

while learning discipline, dedication and responsibility. Starting with one theater program for 

teens, Studio East has become one of the largest children’s theater training programs in the 

Seattle area. Today, Studio East serves over 60,000 people annually with a comprehensive 

program of drama classes, theater arts camps, Mainstage productions and live performances 

for children from ages 3 through 19.   
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